A shift to a new category of
enhanced comfort and flexiblity
Original version shortlisted,
Crystal Cabin Award 2022

The post-Covid era: wellness
now occupies a larger space
in the decision to fly long haul
LIFT Aero Design

We propose a new category of
comfort for passengers, with
increased flexiblity for airlines
LIFT Aero Design

A new approach for a new age
15-19 hours nonstop is the new normal
in many long haul markets. With longer
flight times and higher fares,
expectations of comfort will rise.
Airlines have sophisticated revenue
management software, but lack flexible
seat hardware. Cabin reconfigurations
are costly and time consuming.
PARADYM would deliver enhanced
comfort and choice, with optimized
revenue generation for airlines.
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Triples nearly the length of a quad
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A shift
to extra wide triples
• 20 inches between armrests
• Double non-fixed armrests
• Three potential products
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Value creation through ease of multiple offerings
Extra wide triples replace quads. Each triple could be sold as different products.

PARADYM addresses the need of airlines
to better match supply with demand.
The extra wide triple would be nearly the width
of a quad, with two armrests that can be raised.
Each xtra wide triple could be sold as enhancedcomfort economy to three pax, premium
economy to two, or “economy flat” to one.
It would eliminate need for a separate PEY cabin.
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The w i d e r view
New opportunities to increase yield and loyalty in the space between Y and J

20-inch seat width, tapered
cushions for arms and
enhanced privacy headrests
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Zen zone
Up/down adjustable headrests with large wings and offcentre splits, for full support and control over privacy.

Conceived for
long-haul comfort

End of the arms race
With two armrests between seats,
no more territorial conquests.

MORE
SPACE
Tapered sides of the backrest
cushion allow the arms to rest
in a more natural position.
Curvacious comfort: the seat bottom
cushion gently provides more comfort by
not pressing into the back of the knees.
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Once you know flat,
you can never go back
With PARADYM’s flexibility, any row can be
“enhanced economy” or “premium economy”.
And with its width and double armrests that
are not fixed, PARADYM would give airlines
the ability to sell more flat beds as an a la
carte product, creating a new “economy flat”
or “premium eco flat” category.

Ancillary revenue as profit engine
PARADYM will leverage experience customization
technology, integrating the seat hardware element
with selection of F&B, enhanced comfort items,
shopping, pre/post-departure amenities, etc.

185 cm /
6 feet

Nearly as long as a quad,
so no knee bending.

The bottom cushion
pulls up to create a wide
sleeping surface.
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A super flexible product in the center column
A350 / 777

A330

787
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Business/leisure-mix with only one or two seat models

= PARADYM

409 seats, with 47 extra wide triples that can be extra comfort economy or premium economy. 44 triples can sold as economy flat.

363 seats, with 90 extra wide triples. 84 can be sold as economy flat.

Traditional J class in front, with 40-44 suites. 273 non-J seats using extra wide triples. 63 triples can be sold as economy flat.

J class, 40-44 seats
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Multiple products, maximum flexibility
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185 cm / 6 feet
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Leisure-focused configuration

= PARADYM

For comparison: 430 seats, 48 premium economy, 382 economy

433 seats, with 19 xtra wide triples that can be extra comfort economy or premium economy; or 18 triples sold as economy flat

429 seats, with 23 extra wide triples; 21 triples can be sold as economy flat
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PARADYM for current single-aisle aircraft
Wide triples can be sold as spacious flat beds, extra comfort
or premium economy, with no class divider.

A320/737

A220
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Designed for differentiation

More customizable surfaces for
crafting that unique emotional
connection with the customer.
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PARADYM™ for next-generation
single aisle aircraft
Based on a wider fuselage
filled entirely with extra
wide triples
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A wider fuselage to meet the needs of
tomorrow’s travelers, airlines and lessors

A320/737

Why a wider fuselage?

PARADYM

The need to optimize every revenue opportunity. Revenue management has come a long
way, but the greatest challenge, ie, ability to convert seat hardware at the last minute to
meet demand, remains. A single, super flexible seat model would mitigate this problem.
The need to define a higher comfort standard.
As single aisle aircraft do more long-haul flying, and humans keep growing, airlines will
need a more compelling comfort proposition.
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A fuselage wider than A320/737, filled with extra wide triples

The solution: wide flexible triples
PARADYM will revolutionize single aisle flying by adopting a wider fuselage,
and filling the entire cabin with a single seat model, 3 x 3.
Each wide flexible triple is nearly the width of a quad. This creates a cost effective way to sell
any row as a spacious bed (more comfortable than current triples), premium economy
or economy.
Each seat features 20-inches between armrests instead of the usual 17/18. Two armrests between
passengers enhance comfort and perception of hygiene, ie “every surface belongs to me only.”
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Revenue maximization to the max.
With extra wide triples, any row can be sold as a spacious flat bed.
One seat model, multiple products, all rows
Economy: 20 inches between armrests instead
of 17/18, two armrests between pax.
Premium economy: blocked middle seat. Aisle and
window passengers can raise one or both armrests
for even more space.
Premium flat: Raising the front of the seat bottom
cushions creates a spacious flat bed of 1.75 meters /
69 inches long.
Reduced long-term environmental impact
Fewer seat programs, no reconfigurations, no class
partitions, no additional cabin crew.
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Lower cost
Fewer seat programs and spare parts to manage.
Faster cabin development
A single seat model means a more time- and costeffective process for the aircraft manufacturer and
airline or lessor.
For the lessor
Easier repositioning of aircraft thanks
to the ultra-flexible configuration.
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Moving experiences

HIGH QUALITY COCOONING
Large headrest wings. Need to keep one eye on
the kids? The convenient off-centre split lets
you create and control your head space.

INSTANT PREMIUM ECO
With twin armrests between seats, an airline can sell
the aisle and window seats as premium economy and
block the center. The customer has the freedom to
have a wider space or use two armrests.
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Key innovation: We believe that PARADYM is the first
one-seat-model platform that proposes selling any
combination of Y+, long flat beds, or premium
economy. The market disrupter we have created is a
perception shift of “both flat and comfortable” as a
product instead of a class.
Learn more about PARADYM:
www.lift.aero/paradym.html
Shortlisted, Crystal Cabin Award 2022

Welcome aboard PARADYM World Colors, a sexy seat styling
tour of the globe that celebrates some of our favorite places.
View the current collection at www.lift.aero/paradym.html

™

Nonstop aviation design since 2009

GET IN
TOUCH

LIFT Aero Design specializes in cabin design, brand design
and consulting. We’re madly passionate about helping our
clients achieve their business goals and leveraging the
power of design to inspire more people to travel.
LIFT has offices in Tokyo and Singapore.

Our clients include
Air France-KLM, Air Seychelles, Bamboo Airways, Cebu Pacific,
China Airlines, HK Express, Gate Group, Oasis Hongkong
Airlines, LAN/LATAM, Orbis International, Philippine Airlines,
Skymark Airlines, TRAICY, U-Fly Alliance

We would love to hear from you.
info@lift.aero
Twitter/Instagram: @lift_aero

